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Abstract
Dimensional reduction of various gravity and supergravity models leads to effectively two-
dimensional field theories described by gravity coupled G/H coset space σ-models. The transi-
tion matrices of the associated linear system provide a complete set of conserved charges. Their
Poisson algebra is a semi-classical Yangian double modified by a twist which is a remnant of the
underlying coset structure. The classical Geroch group is generated by the Lie-Poisson action
of these charges. Canonical quantization of the structure leads to a twisted Yangian double with
fixed central extension at a critical level.
∗On leave of absence from Steklov Mathematical Institute, Fontanka, 27, St.Petersburg 191011, Russia.
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1 Introduction
The last decade has shown the important role of infinite-dimensional quantum groups in physics,
providing a powerful description of the quantum symmetries of integrable models and field theories.
A prominent example is the Yangian algebra Y (g) associated with a simple finite-dimensional Lie
algebra g. Having turned up already in the early days of the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method
[50, 19] this algebra was rigorously defined within the framework of Hopf algebras by Drinfeld [14]
and later on appeared to underlie many two-dimensional field theories (see [5, 7] and references
therein). The Yangian algebra Y (g) may be considered as a deformation of the positive half of a loop
algebra with nontrivial Hopf algebra structure. For g= gl(N) it allows the representation by matrix
entries T ab(w) of N×N matrices with exchange relations
R(v−w)
1
T (v)
2
T (w) =
2
T (w)
1
T (v)R(v−w) , (1.1)
with a rational R-matrix solving the Yang-Baxter equation. A deformation of the full loop algebra
emerges from the Yangian double construction [15] which has been introduced in quantum field
theory in [38, 6]. Like the full loop algebra this structure admits a central extension [48, 30, 27].
In this paper we reveal Yangian symmetries in a class of models of quantum gravity. Actu-
ally, it is the existence of this symmetry in the corresponding sectors of the classical theory which
allows their complete quantization. The relevant sectors descend from dimensional reduction of
various gravity and supergravity theories. As effectively two-dimensional theories they are given
by different G/H coset space σ-models coupled to 2d gravity and a dilaton. Among them (with
G/H = SL(2,R)/SO(2)) is the two Killing vector field reduction of pure 4d Einstein gravity. Its
field content is given by a symmetric 2×2-matrix g with unit determinant, which parametrizes the 4d
line element
ds2 = e2Γ(ρ,t)(−dt2 + dρ2) + ρgab(ρ, t)dx
adxb . (1.2)
The accompanying dilaton factor ρ is a typical feature of Kaluza-Klein-like dimensional reductions;
here it has already been identified with a coordinate (the so-called Weyl’s canonical coordinates).
Upon further truncation to diagonal g this model reduces to the Einstein-Rosen waves whose quanti-
zation was studied in [36, 2]. Other examples with higher-dimensional coset spaces G/H come from
Einstein-Maxwell systems [31, 21] or maximally extended supergravity [29].
The equations of motion for all these models are given by the Ernst equation
∂0(ρ g
−1∂0g)− ∂1(ρ g
−1∂1g) = 0 , (1.3)
with a G-valued matrix g subject to additional coset restrictions. For SL(2,R)/SO(2)), g alterna-
tively coincides with the symmetric matrix from (1.2) or with a matrix carrying the dualized potentials
of the Ernst picture [17]. Up to the prefactor of ρ the Ernst equation equals the dynamics of the 2d
nonlinear σ-model [40, 18, 41]. However, it is exactly this factor which essentially changes many of
the properties of the model and gives rise to several new features.
In particular, it turns out, that in our model the non-ultralocal contributions of the canonical
Poisson brackets do not cause an obstacle for a well-defined Poisson structure between the generating
functions of the integrals of motion. This allows a reformulation of the classical model in terms
of a complete set of nonlocal conserved charges T±(w) defined as holomorphic matrix functions in
the upper resp. the lower half of the complex plane. A consistent and essentially unique canonical
quantization of the complete structure for g= sl(N) leads to the following new algebra of Yangian
type:
R(v−w)
1
T± (v)
2
T± (w) =
2
T± (w)
1
T± (v)R(v−w) , (1.4)
R(v−w − i~)
1
T− (v)
2
T+ (w) =
2
T+ (w)
1
T− (v)R
η(v−w + 2
N
i~) χ(v−w) .
2
In contrast to the known centrally extended Yangian double based on (1.1) the mixed exchange rela-
tions here contain an R-matrix Rη which is obtained from R(v−w) ∈ U(g)⊗U(g) by “twisting” one
of the two spaces with the algebra involution η which characterizes the underlying coset structure.
The values of the central extension as well as the rescaling factor χ(v) in (1.4) are uniquely fixed. We
call this algebra a twisted centrally extended Yangian double at critical level.
A crucial role in our model is played by the matrix product
M(w) = T+(w)T
t
−(w) , (1.5)
which in some sense behaves similar to the quantum current introduced in [48] for the normal Yangian
double. This matrix coincides with the values of the original field g from (1.3) at ρ=0. This is the
symmetry axis if ρ is chosen as radial coordinate; for timelike ρ it describes the (cosmological) origin.
Thus, the matrix M(w) is localized in the 2d spacetime though at a fixed instant of time it is defined
in a highly nonlocal way. It provides a surprising link between the conserved charges and the physical
fields. In particular, the algebra (1.4) is compatible with the symmetry of (1.5).
The present paper generalizes and gives a detailed account of the results which were partially
announced in [34, 35]. It is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we give the Lagrangian formulation
of the models, derive equations of motion and the canonical Poisson structure. Chapter 3 is devoted
to the key calculation of the Poisson algebra between the transition matrices of the associated linear
system. In Chapters 4 and 5 we evaluate this result to obtain a complete set of conserved charges
and their Poisson algebra after gauge fixing of the dilaton to a spacelike resp. timelike coordinate.
Chapter 6 recovers the transitive action of the Geroch group which in this framework is generated
by the Lie-Poisson action of the classical algebra of charges. The heart of the paper is Chapter 7
where we present the quantum model for g = sl(N). Quantizing the classical Poisson algebra we
uniquely obtain (1.4) and show its consistency with all additional structures. In Chapter 8 we discuss
in more detail the simplest case g= sl(2) related to reduced Einstein gravity (1.2). Chapter 9 briefly
summarizes the solved and the remaining problems.
2 Canonical Formalism
Let Σ be a two-dimensional Lorentzian world-sheet, parametrized by coordinates xµ. We introduce
light-cone coordinates x± ≡ x0±x1. Let G be a semisimple Lie group and g the corresponding
Lie algebra with basis ta. Denote by H the maximal compact subgroup of G, characterized as the
fixgroup of an involution η. Lifting η to the algebra gives rise to the decomposition
g = h⊕k with η(X) =
{
X for X ∈ h
−X for X ∈ k , (2.1)
which is orthogonal with respect to the Cartan-Killing form.
The physical fields of the model are mappings V(xµ) from Σ into the coset space G/H, i.e. they
are G-valued and exhibit the gauge freedom of right H-multiplication. The currents Jµ ≡ Jaµta ≡
V−1∂µV allow decomposition according to (2.1):
Jµ = Qµ + Pµ ; with Qµ ∈ h , Pµ ∈ k , (2.2)
such that the gauge transformations take the form
Qµ 7→ h
−1Qµh+ h
−1∂µh , Pµ 7→ h
−1Pµh , (2.3)
with h=h(xµ) ∈ H.
Let us establish the canonical setting. The dimensional reduction of gravity and supergravity
theories has already and often been described in the literature (see e.g. [29, 9, 45]). Hence, we here
restrict to starting from the effectively two-dimensional reduced theory given by 2d dilaton gravity
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coupled to different nonlinear G/H coset space σ-models corresponding to different original theories.
The remaining (reduced and gauge-fixed) Lagrangian is of the form
L = 12 ρ tr (PµP
µ ) = 12 ρ tr
(
P 20 − P
2
1
)
, (2.4)
In addition to the coset currents Pµ from (2.2) there appears a dilaton field ρ related to the compacti-
fied part of the former higher-dimensional metric, which obeys the 2d Laplace equation
✷ ρ = 0 . (2.5)
At this stage of reduction ρ is no longer a canonical field, but has already been gauge-fixed to a
particular solution of (2.5) on the world-sheet Σ. Define its dual ρ˜ by ∂µρ˜ = −ǫµν∂νρ.1 In the
sequel, we will often make use of the Weyl gauge choice, i.e. identify ρ, ρ˜ with the world-sheet
coordinates xµ.
The Lagrangian (2.4) resembles the one of the principal chiral field model (PCM) [40, 18] with the
group G of the PCM replaced by the coset manifold G/H and arising of the additional dilaton field
ρ which is in fact responsible for all the differences that will appear in contrast to the PCM already
on the classical level. Nevertheless, we may introduce the canonical framework in an analogous way.
Treat the current J1(x) as canonical coordinates; its time derivative is expressed via the condition of
vanishing curvature:
∂0J1 = ∂1J0 + [J1, J0] ≡ ∇1J0 .
Note, that the operator ∇1 is antisymmetric with respect to the scalar product
(
tr
∫
dx1
)
. The action
thus reads
1
2
∫
ρ tr (PµP
µ ) dx0dx1 = 12
∫
ρ tr
(
P0∇
−1
1 (∂0J1)− P
2
1
)
dx0dx1
= −12
∫
tr
(
(∂0J1)∇
−1
1 (ρP0)− ρP
2
1
)
dx0dx1 .
Introduce the corresponding momenta πJ ≡ πQ+πP with canonical Poisson structure{
Ja1 (x), π
b
J (y)
}
= δab δ(x− y) , 2 (2.6)
at equal times. From the action it follows that
ρP0 = −∇1πJ = −∂1πJ − [J1, πJ ] ,
which according to (2.1) gives rise to
ρP0 = −∂1πP − [Q1, πP ]− [P1, πQ] , (2.7)
0 = −∂1πQ − [Q1, πQ]− [P1, πP ] ≡ φ . (2.8)
The first equation expresses a part of the coordinates’ time derivatives in terms of the canonical
momenta; the second equation forms a set of (first-class) constraints, that exactly generate the gauge
transformations (2.3).
For further calculations, we switch to the index-free tensor notation. Denote for some matrix X:
1
X ≡ X ⊗ I and
2
X ≡ I ⊗X . 3
1We use the convention ǫ01 = ǫ10 = 1 for the antisymmetric ǫ-symbol and ηµν = diag(1,−1) for the 2d Minkowski
metric.
2Here and in the following we denote for simplicity the spatial coordinate x1 by x only and the timelike coordinate x0
by t.
3In components this takes the form (X ⊗ I)ab,cd ≡ Xabδcd and (I ⊗X)ab,cd ≡ Xcdδab .
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Define accordingly the following matrix notation of Poisson brackets [20]:{ 1
A ,
2
B
}ab,cd
≡ {Aab, Bcd} , (2.9)
for matrices Aab, Bcd. Let Ωg≡ ta⊗ ta be the Casimir element of g, which due to orthogonality of
(2.1) allows the decomposition Ωg = Ωh+Ωk. The canonical brackets (2.6) in this notation become{
1
Q1 (x) ,
2
πQ (y)
}
= Ωh δ(x− y) ,
{
1
P 1 (x) ,
2
πP (y)
}
= Ωk δ(x− y) .
Equ. (2.7) now yields the Poisson brackets for the physical fields:{
1
P 0 (x) ,
2
V (y)
}
= −
1
ρ(x)
2
V (x) Ωk δ(x− y) , (2.10){
1
P 0 (x) ,
2
Q1 (y)
}
=
1
ρ(x)
[
Ωk ,
2
P 1 (x)
]
δ(x− y) ,{
1
P 0 (x) ,
2
P 1 (y)
}
=
1
ρ(x)
[
Ωk ,
2
Q1 (x)
]
δ(x− y) +
1
ρ(x)
Ωk ∂xδ(x− y) ,{
1
P 0 (x) ,
2
P 0 (y)
}
=
1
ρ(x)
[
Ωh ,
2
φ(x)
]
δ(x− y) ≈ 0 .
Moreover, it follows from (2.8) that the constraints φ(x) indeed build a closed algebra{
1
φ(x) ,
2
φ(y)
}
=
1
ρ(x)
[
Ωh ,
2
φ (x)
]
δ(x− y) , (2.11)
and infinitesimally generate the gauge transformations (2.3). They obviously leave the Lagrangian
(2.4) invariant.
Remark 2.1 The Poisson brackets (2.10) are the canonical Poisson brackets derived from the La-
grangian (2.4) which in turn descends from a consistent dimensional reduction of the higher-dimensio-
nal Lagrangian of the original theory. Thus, this Poisson structure comes from proper reduction of
the symplectic structure of the original theory.
Another important feature to note about the Poisson brackets (2.10) is the appearance of a non-
ultralocal term in the third equation. In the known flat space integrable models the presence of such
a term is a good indicator for some breakdown of the conventional techniques at later stage (see e.g.
[13] for exploring the fatal consequences of the non-ultralocal term in the PCM). However, for our
model we will see that this term shows a surprisingly good behavior and in fact supports the entire
further treatment.
Finally, we can discuss the dynamics of the model. The equations of motion derived from (2.4)
are
Dµ(ρPµ) = D0(ρP0)−D1(ρP1) = 0 , (2.12)
with the covariant derivative DµPν≡∂µPν + [Qµ , Pν ]. In terms of the field g ≡ Vη(V)−1 ∈ G this
becomes the more familiar form of the Ernst equation [17]
∂µ(ρ g−1∂µg) = ∂0(ρ g
−1∂0g)− ∂1(ρ g
−1∂1g) = 0 . (2.13)
The Hamiltonian of the model comes out to be
H = 12
∫
ρ tr
(
P 20 + P
2
1
)
dx . (2.14)
5
There are two points to mention about the Hamiltonian dynamics here. Note first that H does not
govern the possible explicit time-dependence of ρ. This is due to the fact that in course of the reduc-
tion leading to (2.4) the system has become nonautonomous due to the particular gauge-fixing of the
dilaton ρ to a function with explicit time-dependence. It implies in particular that H generates the
equations of motion only for the fields (ρP0) and P1. Secondly, H generates the dynamics of these
fields only up to gauge transformations (2.3) as can be explicitly checked. This corresponds to the
fact that as a Hamiltonian of a constrained system H is determined only up to a linear combination
of the arising first-class constraints (2.11).
3 Poisson Algebra of Transition Matrices
In this and the following chapters we will exploit the integrability of the model to define and explore
the transition matrices to be used as the fundamental objects in the sequel. The model (2.4) is inte-
grable in the sense that it possesses a linear system [4, 42]; i.e. the equations of motion (2.12) appear
as integrability conditions of the following linear system of differential equations:
∂µVˆ(x, t, γ) = Vˆ(x, t, γ)Lµ(x, t, γ) , (3.1)
with
Lµ(x, t, γ) = Qµ +
1 + γ2
1− γ2
Pµ +
2γ
1− γ2
ǫµνP
ν ,
and
γ(x, t, w) =
1
ρ
(
w + ρ˜−
√
(w + ρ˜)2 − ρ2
)
.
The PCM admits a similar linear system with constant spectral parameter γ [47, 52]. The dif-
ference here which is essential for the entire following treatment is the coordinate dependence of γ
and its interplay with the underlying constant parameter w. Some useful and illustrative formulas are
collected in Appendix A.
The existence of the linear system allows the construction of the transition matrices
T (x, y, t, w) ≡ Vˆ−1(x, t, γ(x, t, w)) Vˆ(y, t, γ(y, t, w)) .
They satisfy:
T (x, x, t, w) = I , (3.2)
∂xT (x, y, t, w) = −L1(x, t, γ(x, t))T (x, y, t, w) ,
∂yT (x, y, t, w) = T (x, y, t, w)L1(y, t, γ(y, t)) ,
∂tT (x, y, t, w) = −L0(x, t, γ(x, t))T (x, y, t, w) + T (x, y, t, w)L0(y, t, γ(y, t)) .
Like the spectral parameter γ, the transition matrices also live on a twofold covering of the complex
w-plane. Transition between the two sheets is performed by the involution η. Until explicitly stated,
we shall in the following always consider the sheet with γ ∈ D+ ∪D− inside of the unit circle (cf.
Appendix A).
Note, that T (x, y, t, w) is uniquely determined by the first three equations of (3.2); its time-
dependence is a consequence of the equations of motion (2.12). If the physical currents and thus L0
vanish sufficiently fast at spatial infinity, (3.2) already shows, that the transition matrices connecting
the spatial boundaries become integrals of motion. They shall in fact play the main role in the sequel.
The rest of this chapter will be spent to calculate their Poisson algebra.
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Let T (x, y, v) and T (x′, y′, w) be the transition matrices with spectral parameters v and w re-
spectively and pairwise distinct endpoints x, y and x′, y′.4 Equ. (3.2) implies the well-known formula
[20] {
1
T (x, y, v) ,
2
T (x
′, y′, w)
}
=
∫ y
x
dz
∫ y′
x′
dz′
( 1
T (x, z, v)
2
T (x
′, z′, w)
)
(3.3){
1
L1 (z, γ(z, v)) ,
2
L1 (z
′, γ(z′, w))
}( 1
T (z, y, v)
2
T (z′, y′, w)
)
.
Due to the underlying coset structure of the model, it is already far from obvious, that the Poisson
algebra of the connection L1 of the linear system (3.1) is of a closed form. However, this comes out
to be true on the constraint surface (2.8):{
1
L1 (x, γ1) ,
2
L1 (y, γ2)
}
= −
2γ1γ2
ρ(γ1 − γ2)(1 − γ1γ2)
[
Ωh ,
1
L1 (γ1)+
2
L1 (γ2)
]
δ(x− y)
−
2γ22(1− γ
2
1)
ρ(1− γ22)(γ1 − γ2)(1− γ1γ2)
[
Ωk ,
1
L1 (γ1)
]
δ(x− y)
−
2γ21(1− γ
2
2)
ρ(1− γ21)(γ1 − γ2)(1− γ1γ2)
[
Ωk ,
2
L1 (γ2)
]
δ(x− y)
−
2Ωk
(1−γ21)(1−γ
2
2 )
(
γ1(1+γ
2
2)
ρ(x)
+
γ2(1+γ
2
1)
ρ(y)
)
∂xδ(x− y) ,
with γ1≡γ(x, v), γ2≡γ(y,w) . Inserting this into (3.3) finally leads to the following result:{
1
T (x, y, v) ,
2
T (x
′, y′, w)
}
= (3.4)
1
v − w
×
{
θ(x, x′, y)
( 1
T (x, x
′, v) Ωh
1
T (x
′, y, v)
2
T (x
′, y′, w)
)
+ θ(x′, x, y′)
( 2
T (x′, x, w) Ωh
1
T (x, y, v)
2
T (x, y′, w)
)
− θ(x, y′, y)
( 1
T (x, y′, v)
2
T (x′, y′, w) Ωh
1
T (x, y, v)
)
−θ(x′, y, y′)
( 1
T (x, y, v)
2
T (x
′, y, w) Ωh
2
T (y, y
′, w)
) }
+
θ(x, x′, y)
v − w
( 1
T (x, x
′, v) Ωk
1
T (x
′, y, v)
2
T (x
′, y′, w)
) γ(x′, v)(1−γ2(x′, w))
γ(x′, w)(1−γ2(x′, v))
+
θ(x′, x, y′)
v − w
( 2
T (x′, x, w) Ωk
1
T (x, y, v)
2
T (x, y′, w)
) γ(x,w)(1−γ2(x, v))
γ(x, v)(1−γ2(x,w))
−
θ(x, y′, y)
v − w
( 1
T (x, y′, v)
2
T (x′, y′, w) Ωk
1
T (x, y, v)
) γ(y′, v)(1−γ2(y′, w))
γ(y′, w)(1−γ2(y′, v))
−
θ(x′, y, y′)
v − w
( 1
T (x, y, v)
2
T (x
′, y, w) Ωk
2
T (y, y
′, w)
) γ(y,w)(1−γ2(y, v))
γ(y, v)(1−γ2(y,w))
,
where we have made use of the abbreviation:
θ(x, y, z) =
{
1 for x < y < z
0 else .
Although during the calculation several additional terms arise due to the explicit coordinate de-
pendence of the spectral parameter γ, the result takes a similar form similar as in the PCM. At first
4For clearness we drop the (coinciding) argument t for the rest of this chapter.
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sight, we thus face the same fatal problem: With distinct endpoints x, x′, y, y′ the algebra is uniquely
and well defined, satisfying in particular antisymmetry and Jacobi identities. For coinciding end-
points on the other hand equ. (3.4) obviously gives an ambiguous answer, e.g. for x= x′ due to the
different coefficients of θ(x′, x, y′) and θ(x, x′, y)). In the PCM this further leads to ambiguities in
the limit x, x′ → −∞, y, y′ → ∞ with no possibility to restore it in accordance with antisymmetry
and validity of Jacobi identities [40, 13].5
In our model however, the coordinate dependence of the spectral parameter changes the situation
drastically. Note first, that the part of (3.4) related to the subalgebra h and thus revealing the underly-
ing coset structure (the first four lines) allows a unique limit to coinciding endpoints. The remaining
terms invoke the spectral parameters v and w in combinations of the form
γ(x,w)(1 − γ2(x, v))
γ(x, v)(1 − γ2(x,w))
=
√
(v + ρ˜)2 − ρ2
(w + ρ˜)2 − ρ2
. (3.5)
This shows the interesting consequence of the explicit coordinate dependence of γ: if at spatial infinity
the fields ρ or ρ˜ diverge — like they do for the choice of Weyl’s canonical coordinates — all these
terms tend to ±1. In particular, they become independent of v and w, thus (3.4) possesses a well
defined and unique limit for coinciding endpoints at spatial infinity. As a result, the Poisson algebra
(3.4) for these transition matrices takes a treatable form that is related to the well-known Yangian
algebra [14]. We shall study this in detail for fixed choices of ρ and ρ˜ in the subsequent chapters.
4 Spacelike Dilaton
Assuming the vector field ∂µρ to be globally spacelike, we now identify ρ with the radial coordi-
nate x = r ∈ [0,∞[. This is a usual choice of coordinates for describing cylindrically symmetric
gravitational waves [36, 2]. The dual field ρ˜ then is identified with the time t.
Consider the object
Vˆ1(r, t, γ(w)) ≡ V(r=0, t)T (0, r, t, w) , (4.1)
with γ ∈ D+ ∪D− inside of the unit circle.
According to (3.2) and (A.5), this is a solution of the linear system (3.1). A closer look at the
properties of the spectral parameter (cf. Appendix A) shows, that it is the unique solution which is
holomorphic inside of the unit circle in the γ-plane.6
Let us assume, that the physical currents Jµ fall off sufficiently fast at spatial infinity r→∞. In
this limit, Vˆ1 then becomes t-independent. As a function of w it becomes discontinuous along the
real w-axis (since the branch cut blows up and cuts the plane into two halves). We denote them by
T±(w) ≡ T∓(w¯) ≡ V(r=0, t)T (0,∞, t, w) for γ(w) ∈ D± . (4.2)
These constants of motion T±(w) will provide the new variables of the model. As functions of
the constant spectral parameter w they are holomorphic in the upper resp. lower half of the complex
plane. We can still bring them into a more illustrative form. Starting from
T±(w) = V(r=0, t) P exp
∫ ∞
0
(
Q1 +
1 + γ2
1− γ2
P1 −
2γ
1− γ2
P0
)
dr ,
the t-independence may be exploited to calculate this expression for real w at the specific value
t = −w (assuming regularity of the currents):
T±(w) = V(r=0, t=−w) P exp
∫ ∞
0
(
Q1(r,−w) ± iP0(r,−w)
)
dr . (4.3)
5Several procedures have been suggested to nevertheless give sense to the classical Poisson algebra of the PCM [18, 16,
41].
6This normalization for the solution of the linear system has e.g. been chosen in [8].
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Thus, on the real w-axis T±(w) naturally factorizes into the product of a real and a compact part. It
follows, that the matrix product
M(w) ≡ lim
ǫ→0
(
T+(w+iǫ) η
(
T−1− (w−iǫ)
))
, for w ∈ R , (4.4)
peels off the compact part of the factorization (4.3) and thus coincides with the values of the original
field on the symmetry axis r=0:
M(w) = V(r=0, t=−w) η
(
V−1(r=0, t=−w)
)
= g(r=0, t=−w) . (4.5)
In particular, it is real
M(w) =M(w) , (4.6)
and satisfies
M(w) = η (M(w))−1 . (4.7)
Vice versa, (4.4) can be interpreted as the essentially unique (Riemann-Hilbert) factorization of M
into a product of matrices holomorphic in the upper and the lower half of the complex w-plane re-
spectively.7
Equ. (4.5) provides a physical interpretation for the new constants of motion. Having been defined
as spatially nonlocal charges for fixed t, they gain a definite localization in the 2d spacetime at fixed
r. Moreover, they contain the entire information about the solution: Together with the fact that
(∂rV)(r = 0) = 0 which follows from the equations of motion (2.12), the values on the symmetry
axis r = 0 allow to recover the field V everywhere. In some sense the initial values on a spacelike
surface have been transformed into initial values along a timelike surface. Thus, the T±(w) build a
complete set of constants of motion for this classical sector of solutions regular on the symmetry axis.
It remains to calculate the Poisson structure of the T±(w). The result (3.4) in this case simplifies
considerably. The first four terms become[
Ωh
v − w
,
1
T (v)
2
T (w)
]
,
for arbitrary indices ± at the T ’s. The next two terms contain γ depending on the left boundaries x, x′
and tend to distinct fixed values. The arising ambiguity at x=x′ however is precisely cancelled by the
additional contributions from the brackets {T (x, y, v),V(x′)} and {V(x), T (x′, y′, w)} in the limit
x, x′ → 0. Only the last two terms are sensitive to the choice of indices ±. In the limit y, y′→∞, the
corresponding combinations of the form (3.5) tend to +1 if γ(v) and γ(w) lie in the same of the two
regions D+ and D−, whereas they tend to −1 otherwise (cf. (A.5)).
The final result is the following Poisson structure:{
1
T± (v) ,
2
T± (w)
}
=
[
Ωg
v − w
,
1
T± (v)
2
T± (w)
]
, (4.8){
1
T± (v) ,
2
T∓ (w)
}
=
Ωg
v − w
1
T± (v)
2
T∓ (w)−
1
T± (v)
2
T∓ (w)
Ωηg
v − w
, (4.9)
with Ωηg ≡ Ωh − Ωk obtained from Ωg by applying η in one of the two spaces. Equs. (4.8) build
two semi-classical copies of the Yangian algebra that is well known from other 2d field theories
[5, 6, 7]. By semi-classical we conventionally mean that the Poisson brackets (4.8) coincide with
the commutator of the ~-graded Yangian algebra in first order ~. The mixed relations (4.9) appear
“twisted” by the involution η with respect to those coming from the normal Yangian double. Note that
7The matrix M(w) in fact coincides with the so-called monodromy matrix of Vˆ1, originally introduced in [8]. It is
related to the transformation behavior of Vˆ1 between the two sheets of γ and may in particular be extracted from Vˆ1 already
at finite r.
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whereas (4.8) remains regular at coinciding arguments, (4.9) becomes obviously singular at v = w.
However, since T+ and T− are defined in distinct domains, this singularity appears only in the limit
on the real line and thus with a well-defined iǫ-prescription.
The matrices M(w) form a closed Poisson algebra:{
1
M(v) ,
2
M (w)
}
=
Ωg
v − w
1
M(v)
2
M (w)+
1
M(v)
2
M(w)
Ωg
v −w
(4.10)
−
1
M(v)
Ωηg
v −w
2
M(w)−
2
M(w)
Ωηg
v − w
1
M (v) .
The singularity at v=w is understood in the principal value sense. For consistency, it may be checked
that (4.10) is indeed compatible with the symmetry (4.7) of M.
Summarizing, the variables M(w) provide a new formulation of the model based on the closed
Poisson algebra (4.10) and a physical interpretation according to (4.5). The further study and quanti-
zation of this structure will start from the factorization (4.4) with the corresponding Poisson algebra
(4.8), (4.9).
Let us finally compute the Poisson brackets between the Hamiltonian of (2.14) with the new
variables T±. Though they are integrals of motion they do not commute with H , since their definition
makes explicit use of the time t= ρ˜. The standard formula{
1
T (x, y, v) ,
2
X
}
=
∫ y
x
dx′
1
T (x, x′, v)
{
1
L1 (x
′, γ(x′, v)) ,
2
X
}
1
T (x′, y, v) , (4.11)
for arbitrary X, allows to explicitly calculate the Poisson bracket
{T±(w),H} = ∂wT±(w) . (4.12)
This result also follows from a simple reasoning: due to the form (A.1) of the spectral parameter γ
and the definition (3.2), the explicit time dependence of the T±(w) (the one which is not governed by
H) equals their w-dependence. Since they are integrals of motion, their bracket with H then takes
the form (4.12).
5 Timelike Dilaton
In this chapter we study the case of a globally timelike vector field ∂µρ, which allows to identify ρ
with the time t. Accordingly, ρ˜ now builds the spatial coordinate x. The distinguished location ρ=0
which has played the role of the symmetry axis r=0 in the previous chapter becomes now the origin
t=0. With periodic spatial topology, this is the setting of the so-called cosmological Gowdy-models
[24].8 We will however just treat the asymptotic case x ∈] −∞,∞[. The fundamental structures of
the preceding chapter reappear in this context from a somewhat different side. We keep the technical
issues rather briefly here since they have been discussed in detail above.
Again the transition matrices T (x, y, t, w) provide a solution of the linear system:
Vˆ2(x, t, γ(w)) ≡ T (−∞, x, t, w) , (5.1)
for γ(w) ∈ D+ ∪D− inside of the unit circle. It gives rise to the integrals of motion
T (w) ≡ T (−∞,∞, t, w) . (5.2)
With (A.5) and (3.4) it follows that they satisfy the Poisson algebra{
1
T (v) ,
2
T (w)
}
=
[
Ωg
v − w
,
1
T (v)
2
T (w)
]
. (5.3)
8See [26, 43] for a recent treatment of the Gowdy model in Ashtekar variables.
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In contrast to the previous chapter this function is continuous in the w-plane (since the branch-cut
does not blow up in the limit x → ∞ but rather moves along the real line). Moreover, they do not
contain the complete information about the model. This may be seen most easily for solutions of
(2.12) which are regular at the origin t= 0. For these solutions (5.2) can be calculated in the limit
t→ 0 where it becomes trivial. Since it is t-independent we arrive at
T (w) = I . (5.4)
Thus, additional integrals of motion are required. Define
M(w) = lim
ǫ→0
(
Vˆ2(x, t, γ(w + iǫ)) η
(
Vˆ−12 (x, t, γ(w − iǫ))
))
, (5.5)
which is independent of x and t. This is the proper analogue of (4.4). In fact within the setting of the
previous chapter definition (5.5) with Vˆ2 replaced by Vˆ1 equals (4.4): the latter one is obtained from
the former one in the limit r→∞ whileM is independent of r. In the case of timelike ρ on the other
hand, (5.5) cannot be expressed in terms of (5.2) (as is obvious from (5.4)). This is due to the fact
that the limits ǫ→0 and x→∞ do not interchange in (5.5), cf. Appendix A.
For the solutions regular at the origin t=0, M(w) can again be calculated more explicitly. Since
M(w) is independent of x and t, we may evaluate it at the branchpoint x ≡ t−w and subsequently
perform the limit t → 0. It is important to keep x = t−w during the limit process, since otherwise
M(w) does not behave smoothly. This yields:
M(w) = lim
t→0,x=w−t
(
P exp
∫ x
−∞
dxL1(x, γ) P exp
∫ x
−∞
dx η
(
L1(x, γ)
))
= V(x=−w, t=0) η
(
V(x=−w, t=0)
)
. (5.6)
Thus, M(w) again coincides with the values of the physical field g at ρ=0.
The set of M(w) together with their canonical Poisson structure (4.10) provides a proper set
of fundamental variables to parametrize the phase space of solutions of (2.12) regular at the origin
t=0. Note, that the canonical formulation obviously fails to cope with describing this truncated phase
space: At t= 0 this framework breaks down with the vanishing Lagrangian (2.4), whereas at finite
t the condition of regularity at t=0 poses highly nontrivial implicit relations between the canonical
coordinates and the momenta.
After some calculation, the general form of the Poisson brackets (3.4) further yields the same
Poisson algebra (4.10) as in the previous chapter for the matrices M(w). Via the Riemann-Hilbert
decomposition of M discussed above one may then further implicitly obtain the matrices T± with
Poisson-structure (4.8), (4.9). Thus, together with (5.6) for solutions regular at ρ=0 the final situation
appears rather similar to the previous chapter. This further stresses the fundamental meaning of the
Poisson structure (4.10).
Let us finally look at the results of this chapter from another very intriguing point of view. In the
setting with a spacelike dilaton addressed in the previous chapter we could have derived a Poisson
structure not with respect to the time t but with respect to the radius r.9 The calculations of this chapter
show that these two Poisson structures of the same model coincide for the values of the original
fields on the symmetry axis r = 0. Since these initial values provide a complete set of observables
the symplectic structures are essentially equivalent. It is then tempting to speculate about further
exploiting the fundamental structure (4.10) even in the case of a timelike dimensional reduction, i.e.
the reduction to stationary axisymmetric spacetimes, where the canonical time is no longer present.
9In a covariant theory this is a rather natural idea which has been discussed in particular to describe static settings [10].
For the Schwarzschild black hole e.g. one might throw doubt upon the distinct role of time in the canonical formalism since
r and t change their character being space- resp. timelike inside of the horizon.
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6 The Geroch Group
With the integrals of motion T±(w) identified in the previous chapters, one can now study the symme-
tries they generate via their adjoint action in the canonical Poisson structure. This yields an explicit
realization [34] of the Geroch group [23] with the underlying Yangian algebra (4.8), (4.9). The trans-
formations which close into an affine algebra (the loop algebra gˆ) do not preserve the symplectic
structure. This is a particular example of the Lie-Poisson action of dressing groups generated by the
transition matrices of integrable models [49, 3, 39]. In contrast to the general case, here the transition
matrices T±(w) themselves are integrals of motion.
Let Λ(w) ∈ g be an algebra-valued function which is regular along the real w-axis and vanishes
at w 7→ ∞. Choose a path ℓ = ℓ+ ∪ ℓ− encircling the real w-axis, such that ℓ± ∈ H± and Λ(w) is
holomorphic inside the enclosed area. Define
S[Λ] ≡ tr
(∫
ℓ+
T−1+ (w)Λ(w) adT+(w) dw +
∫
ℓ−
T−1− (w)Λ(w) adT−(w) dw
)
, (6.1)
where “ad” denotes the adjoint action via the canonical Poisson structure. Since (4.8), (4.9) yield
{
1
T± (v) ,
2
M(w)
}
=
(
Ωg
2
M(w)−
2
M(w)Ω
η
g
) 1
T± (v)
v − w
,
we obtain the symmetry action:
S[Λ]M(w) = Λ(w)M(w) −M(w)η(Λ(w)) . (6.2)
This is the known infinitesimal action of the Geroch group on the matrix M [8]. Even though the
symmetry action on the fields is highly nonlinear (cf. (6.4) and (6.5) below), on the axis ρ = 0 it
linearizes to (6.2) and allows explicit “exponentiation” to finite transformations. This in particular
shows transitivity of the Geroch group in the sector of solutions regular on the axis ρ=0.
The transformations (6.2) form the loop algebra gˆ, as follows also directly after some calculation
from (6.1), (4.8) and (4.9):[
S[Λ1], S[Λ2]
]
= S
[
[Λ1,Λ2]
]
. (6.3)
Using (4.11) allows to explicitly calculate the action of S[Λ] on the physical fields V:
S[Λ]V(x) =
∫
ℓ
dw
(
2γ
ρ(1− γ2)
V(x)
[
Vˆ−1(x,w)Λ(w)Vˆ(x,w)
]
k
)
(6.4)
= −
∫
γ(ℓ)
γ dγ
(
V(x)
[
Vˆ−1(x,w)Λ(w)Vˆ(x,w)
]
k
)
,
with the algebra projection [.]k corresponding to the decomposition (2.1) and where Vˆ should be
replaced by Vˆ1 or Vˆ2 respectively, corresponding to the choice of the dilaton ρ. The corresponding
transformation of the currents P± ≡ 12(P0 ± P1) reads:
S[Λ]P±(x) =
∫
ℓ
dw
 [ 2γ
ρ(1± γ)2
[
Vˆ−1ΛVˆ
]
h
, P±(x)
]
∓
4γ2∂±ρ
[
Vˆ−1ΛVˆ
]
k
ρ2(1± γ)2(1− γ2)
 . (6.5)
Equivalent forms of the infinitesimal symmetry transformations of the Geroch group have been stated
in [25, 51, 12, 45]. E.g. it is easy to check, that the single symmetry transformations as they are made
explicit in [45] may be obtained from the closed form (6.5) by means of a Taylor expansion around
w=∞.
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From (4.12) we further directly obtain the action of S[Λ] on the Hamiltonian H:
S[Λ]H = tr
(∫
ℓ+
Λ(w) ∂wT+T
−1
+ (w) dw +
∫
ℓ−
Λ(w) ∂wT−T
−1
− (w) dw
)
, (6.6)
in accordance with the formula derived in [45].
Definition (6.1) explicitly shows that this action of the Geroch group is not symplectic but Lie-
Poisson, i.e. it does not preserve the Poisson structure on the phase space but on the direct product of
the phase space with the symmetry group. Its role in the quantum theory remains to be elaborated, see
[39] for a general discussion. In our model we could alternatively consider the pure symplectic action
of the generators T±(w) via Poisson bracket since they are integrals of motion themselves. However,
though they certainly act symplectic this action allows neither explicit exponentiation nor a closed
form of the commutator algebra in contrast to (6.2) and (6.3).
7 Quantization: A Twisted Yangian Double at the Critical Level
So far, we have achieved a complete reformulation of the classical model (2.4) in terms of the tran-
sition matrices as new fundamental variables providing a complete set of integrals of motion. This
formulation reveals integrability and the classical symmetries in a beautiful way. We can now proceed
with canonical quantization of the Poisson algebra derived in the previous chapters. For the sequel
we specify the algebra g to be sl(N), i.e. η(X) = −Xt and h = so(N). Let us recall the classical
algebra of integrals of motion (4.8), (4.9). For g = sl(N) it is Ωsl(N) = ΠN− 1N I with the N2×N2
permutation operator ΠN :
(ΠN )
ab,cd = δadδbc .
Accordingly we define its twisted analogue ΠηN by(
ΠηN
)ab,cd
≡
(
−Πt˜N +
2
N
I
)ab,cd
≡ − δacδbd + 2
N
δabδcd . 10
The Poisson algebra (4.8), (4.9) then takes the form:{
1
T± (v) ,
2
T± (w)
}
=
[
ΠN
v − w
,
1
T± (v)
2
T± (w)
]
, (7.1){
1
T± (v) ,
2
T∓ (w)
}
=
ΠN
v − w
1
T± (v)
2
T∓ (w)−
1
T± (v)
2
T∓ (w)
ΠηN
v − w
, (7.2)
The T±(w) are related by complex conjugation (4.2) and further restricted by T±(w) ∈G:
detT±(w) = 1 , (7.3)
and the additional property (4.7):
M(w) = T+(w)T
t
−(w) = T−(w)T
t
+(w) =M
t(w) . (7.4)
Quantization of the model in terms of these variables now amounts to replacing (7.1), (7.2) by
corresponding commutator relations of an ~-graded algebra, such that these relations are compatible
with the quantum analogues of (7.3) and (7.4). It admits the following essentially unique solution:11
10The transposition Πt˜N here amounts to transposing just one of the two spaces in which ΠN lives.
11For simplicity we use the same notation for the classical fields and the quantum operators. This should not lead to any
confusion.
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The quantization of the presented model for g=sl(N) is given by the ∗-algebra generated by the
matrix entries of N ×N matrices T±(w) subject to the exchange relations
R(v−w)
1
T± (v)
2
T± (w) =
2
T± (w)
1
T± (v)R(v−w) , (7.5)
R(v−w−i~)
1
T− (v)
2
T+ (w) =
2
T+ (w)
1
T− (v)R
η(v−w+ 2
N
i~)χ(v−w) , (7.6)
with
R(v) ≡ vI − i~ΠN , R
η(v) ≡ vI − i~ΠηN , χ(v) ≡
Γ
(
−i~−v
N i~
)
Γ
(
(N+2)i~−v
N i~
)
Γ
(
−v
N i~
)
Γ
(
(N+1)i~−v
N i~
) . (7.7)
The condition of unit determinant (7.3) is replaced by the quantum determinant
qdetT±(w) ≡
∑
σ∈SN
sgn(σ)T
1σ(1)
± (w−(N−1)i~)T
2σ(2)
± (w−(N−2)i~) . . . T
Nσ(N)
± (w)
= 1 , (7.8)
and the quantum form of the symmetry (7.4) is given by
M(w) ≡ T+(w)T
t
−(w) =
(
T+(w)T
t
−(w)
)t
, (7.9)
where transposition here simply refers to the N ×N matrix entries. The ∗-operation is defined by
T+(w)
∗ ≡ T−(w¯) , (7.10)
and builds a conjugate-linear anti-multiplicative automorphism of the algebra (7.5)–(7.9).
Denote by Y± the algebra generated by the T±(w) respectively with exchange relations (7.5).
These are two copies of the well-known Yangian algebra [14] which provide the unique quantization
of the Poisson algebras given by (7.1). Compatibility with associativity is equivalent to the Yang-
Baxter equation for R:
R12(u−v)R13(u−w)R23(v−w) = R23(v−w)R13(u−w)R12(u−v) , (7.11)
The corresponding compatibility of the mixed relations (7.6) with associativity is equivalent to a
modified (twisted) Yang-Baxter equation for Rη:
Rη12(u−v)R
η
13(u−w)R23(v−w) = R23(v−w)R
η
13(u−w)R
η
12(u−v) . (7.12)
Validity of this equation follows from the relation
Rη(v+ 2
N
i~) = −
(
R(−v)
)t˜
, (7.13)
and (7.11) by applying transposition in the first space. Moreover, (7.12) remains valid under a shift
of the argument in Rη(v) as well as under rescaling it with a factor χ. Hence, whereas the exchange
relations for Y± are uniquely given by (7.5) [14], the most general ansatz for the mixed exchange
relations (7.6) is
R(v−w + c1i~)
1
T− (v)
2
T+ (w) =
2
T+ (w)
1
T− (v)R
η(v−w + c2i~)χ(v−w) . (7.14)
The resulting algebra must respect the symmetry (7.9) of M(w). More precisely we demand that
(Y+ ⊕ Y−)I = I (Y+ ⊕ Y−) , (7.15)
where I ⊂ U(Y+⊕Y−) is spanned by the antisymmetric matrix entries ofM. Relation (7.15) ensures
that the antisymmetry of M may be consistently imposed without implying further relations. Equ.
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(7.15) is not influenced by the choice of χ but uniquely determines the values of the central extensions
cj in (7.14) to be
c1 = −1 , c2 =
2
N
.
At these values the exchange relations between T± and M may be written in the closed form
R(v−w−i~)
1
T− (v)
2
M(w) =
2
M(w)Rη(v−w+ 2N i~)
1
T− (v)χ(v−w) (7.16)
R(v−w)
1
T+ (v)
2
M(w) =
2
M(w)R
η(v−w+(1+ 2
N
)i~)
1
T+ (v)χ(v−w) ,
and indeed imply (7.15).
The factor χ(v) in (7.6) is finally fixed from the requirement that the quantum determinants from
(7.8) commute with everything such that the relations (7.8) are consistent with the algebra multipli-
cation. It is known [28, 37] that the qdetT± span the center of Y± respectively, thus χ(v) must ensure
that they also commute with Y∓. An essential identity for this calculation is [44]
qdetT±(w)AN = AN
1
T± (w)
2
T± (w−i~) . . .
N
T± (w−(N−1)i~)
=
N
T± (w−(N−1)i~) . . .
2
T± (w−i~)
1
T± (w)AN ,
where AN denotes the antisymmetrizer in the N auxiliary spaces. Modifying the calculation for the
Yangian [44] by using our mixed relations (7.6) finally leads to
ANR
′
01 . . . R
′
0NAN
0
T− (v) qdetT+(w)AN = qdetT+(w)AN
0
T− (v)ANR
′′
01 . . . R
′′
0NAN ,
with
R′0j ≡ R0j(v−w+ (j−2)i~) , R
′′
0j ≡ R
η
0j(v−w+ (j+
2
N
−1)i~)χ(v−w+(j−1)i~) .
Now
ANR
′
01 . . . R
′
0NAN =
v−w−2i~
v−w−i~
AN ,
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which together with (7.13) implies
ANR
′′
01 . . . R
′′
0NAN =
w−v−N i~
w−v−(N−1)i~
N∏
j=1
χ(v−w+(j−1)i~) AN .
Combining these equations yields the functional equation for χ(v) which is solved by (7.7). Unique-
ness of this solution follows from its normalization at i~
v
→0−:
χ(v) → 1− i~
v
(
1 + 2
N
)
, for i~
v
→ 0− ,
which is required in order to obtain the correct classical limit (7.2) from (7.6).
It remains to check that the ∗-operation defined by (7.10) is indeed a conjugate-linear anti-
multiplicative automorphism of the structure (7.5)–(7.9). Compatibility of (7.5) and (7.6) with (7.10)
obviously follows from R(u¯) = −R(−u), Rη(u¯) = −Rη(−u), χ(u¯) = χ(u) and the fact that R and
Rη are symmetric under permutation of the two spaces. Invariance of the restriction of unit quantum
determinant (7.8) under ∗ follows from
qdet(T±(w))∗ =
∑
σ∈SN
sgn(σ)T
Nσ(N)
∓ (w¯) . . . T
1σ(1)
∓ (w¯+(N−1)i~)
= qdet(T∓(w¯+(N−1)i~)) ,
12We thank A. Molev for pointing this out.
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where for the second identity we have employed one of the many properties of the quantum determi-
nant [44]. Finally, compatibility of the symmetry relation (7.9) with ∗ follows directly from invariance
of this relation under ∗:(
T+(w)T
t
−(w)
)∗
=
(
T+(w)T
t
−(w)
)t
= T+(w)T
t
−(w) for w ∈ R .
✷
The algebra (7.5)–(7.9) is a new structure which in fact brings together some concepts which
arose within the last years in the theory of quantum groups. The exchange relations (7.5) define the
gl(N) Yangian [19, 14]. The definition of the quantum determinant (7.8) is known from the sl(N)
Yangian [28, 37, 44]. A central extension of the type appearing in the mixed relations (7.6) has been
introduced for quantum affine algebras in [48] and explicitly for the Yangian double in [30, 27]. Its
value here is uniquely fixed from the requirement of compatibility with (7.9). From the abstract point
of view the central extension takes the critical value at which (7.15) holds, i.e. any representation of
the algebra (7.5), (7.6) factorizes over I . The normal (untwisted) Yangian double has a critical value
of the central extension at which it possesses an infinite dimensional center [48]. As we shall discuss
in the next chapter, for N = 2 the algebra (7.5)–(7.8) is in fact isomorphic to the normal centrally
extended Yangian double at critical level.
The essential new ingredient of (7.5), (7.6) is the twist13 η in the mixed relations which already
appeared in the classical Poisson algebra. It is basically this peculiarity which requires a new repre-
sentation theory to be developed.
Remark 7.1 The symmetry property (7.9) together with the definition of the ∗-map guarantees that
the object M(w) is symmetric and invariant under ∗. In a unitary representation it will thus form a
self-adjoint operator. As such it is the natural quantum object that according to (4.5) underlies the
original classical field on the symmetry axis. It satisfies closed exchange relations
R(v−w)
1
M(v)R
η(w−v+(1+ 2
N
)i~)
2
M(w) (7.17)
=
2
M(w)Rη(v−w+(1+ 2N )i~)
1
M(v)R(w−v)
χ(v−w)
χ(w−v)
,
which may be viewed as the quantization of (4.10).
8 g = sl(2)
To illustrate the formulas of the preceding chapter we will now discuss the particular case g = sl(2).
This is the model which describes the two Killing vector field reduction of pure 4d Einstein gravity
and correspondingly already deserves strong interest from the point of view of quantum gravity. The
corresponding quantum model has been introduced in [35]. Remarkably in this case there is an
algebra isomorphism between our twisted and the normal Yangian double, however this is no ∗-
algebra isomorphism.
The exchange relations here read
R(v−w)
1
T± (v)
2
T± (w) =
2
T± (w)
1
T± (v)R(v−w) , (8.1)
R(v−w − i~)
1
T− (v)
2
T+ (w) =
2
T+ (w)
1
T− (v)R
η(v−w + i~)χ(v−w) , (8.2)
13We are aware that the notation of “twist” has been introduced in several contexts for quantum groups in general and
even for the Yangians in particular. In Ref. [46] e.g. the “twisted Yangian” denotes the Yangian for the algebra so(N).
However, we hope that our notation here will not cause further confusion.
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with R and Rη from (7.7), where the permutation operator Π and its twisted analogue Πη are given
by
Π ≡

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 , Πη ≡ I −Πt˜ ≡

0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 0
 .
Moreover, χ may be evaluated from (7.7)
χ(v) =
v(v − 2i~)
(v − i~)(v + i~)
.
The quantum determinant is given by
qdetT±(w) ≡ T
11
± (w−i~)T
22
± (w)− T
12
± (w−i~)T
21
± (w) = 1 ; (8.3)
the matrix product
M(w) ≡ T+(w)T
t
−(w) =M(w)
t , (8.4)
is symmetric under transposition and satisfies (7.17).
The particular case N=2 is distinguished from the higher N already on the classical level by the
fact that the involution η is an inner automorphism14 generated by conjugation with
σ2 =
(
0 i
−i 0
)
.
This allows to “retwist” the mixed relations (8.2) by the following transformation:
T˜+(w) ≡ T+(w)σ2 , T˜−(w) ≡ T−(w) . (8.5)
These retwisted generators satisfy the exchange relations of the normal Yangian double:
R(v−w)
1
T˜± (v)
2
T˜± (w) =
2
T˜± (w)
1
T˜± (v)R(v−w) , (8.6)
R(v−w − i~)
1
T˜− (v)
2
T˜+ (w) =
2
T˜+ (w)
1
T˜− (v)R(v−w + i~) χ(v−w) , (8.7)
at the critical level k=−2. At this level the center of the Yangian double becomes infinite-dimensional
and is generated by the trace of the quantum current [48]
L(w) ≡
[
T˜+(w)T˜
−1
− (w)
]
. (8.8)
Evaluating this in terms of our matrix M(w) from (8.4) yields
trL(w) =M12(w) −M21(w) . (8.9)
The central extension of our structure was precisely determined by the requirement (7.15). Since
for N = 2 the subspace I is one-dimensional, (7.15) and an explicit calculation shows that it even
lies in the center of the algebra (8.1)–(8.2). Here we see the complete agreement with the normal
Yangian double at critical level. We have thus equivalence of the twisted structure (8.1)–(8.2) with
the untwisted (8.6)–(8.7), however supplied with a somewhat peculiar ∗-structure:
T˜+(w)
∗ = T˜−(w¯)σ2 .
For higher N this equivalence does not hold. Neither is there an algebra isomorphism between (7.5),
(7.6) and the normal Yangian double, nor does a center emerge at our critical level, rather criticality
is expressed by (7.15).
14In contrast, for N > 2 the involution η(X) = −Xt is the only outer automorphism of sl(N), related to reflection of
the Dynkin diagram.
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Remark 8.1 Recall that classically the decomposition (4.4) provided the Riemann-Hilbert decompo-
sition of M into a product of matrices holomorphic in the upper resp. the lower half of the complex
plane. It is rather interesting to see how this classical holomorphy condition changes in the quan-
tum case. Namely, assuming that the operators T±(w) still act holomorphically in H± respectively,
choose some w ∈H+ near the real axis and integrate the mixed exchange relation (8.2) in v along
some closed path in H− which encircles (w−i~). Due to the nonvanishing r.h.s. this leads to a con-
tradiction caused by the quantum effect of shifting the singularity in (8.2) by an amount of i~. Thus
the action of T−(v) can not be holomorphic in the entire H−; this argument shows that in fact it can
not be represented holomorphically in any sub-domain of the strip −~ < ℑv < 0. In the same way it
follows that the action of T+(v) can be holomorphic only in the domain ℑv > ~.
We come to an interesting observation: consistent quantization of the classical Riemann-Hilbert
problem leads to a kind of “quantum Riemann-Hilbert problem”, where the contour itself (i.e. the real
line) spreads out; the domains of analyticity of T± in the quantum model are H~±, i.e. H± without
a small strip along the real line. This does not imply that T± can not be defined inside of the strip
|ℑv| < ~; it just means that they cannot act holomorphically inside. Therefore, it still makes sense to
define the matrix M(u), however, as a quantum operator it looses its classical meaning as a patching
matrix of the Riemann-Hilbert problem.
Remark 8.2 For explicit calculations it is sometimes useful to express the exchange relations (8.1),
(8.2) in matrix components T ab± (w). The mixed relations (8.2) e.g. may equivalently be written as(
1−
(i~)2
(v−w)2
)
T ab− (v)T
cd
+ (w) =
(
1−
i~
(v−w)
)
T cd+ (w)T
ab
− (v) (8.10)
+
i~
(v−w)
(
T ad+ (w)T
cb
− (v) + δ
bd T cm+ (w)T
am
− (v)
)
+
(i~)2
(v−w)2
δbd
(
T am+ (w)T
cm
− (v)− T
cm
+ (w)T
am
− (v)
)
.
Interpreting the matrix entries of the T± as creation and annihilation operators respectively, the r.h.s.
of (8.10) can be viewed as sort of normal ordering.
9 Outlook
We have given a complete reformulation of the classical models in terms of the transition matrices of
the associated linear system. In contrast to the situation in general integrable models, here the transi-
tion matrices themselves are integrals of motion. Moreover they contain a complete set of conserved
charges related to the values of the physical fields on the axis ρ=0. The Poisson algebra of these ma-
trices has been shown to form a semi-classical version of the Yangian double modified by appearance
of a twist by the coset involution η. The transitive action of the Geroch group becomes manifest and
rather transparent in this picture as the Lie-Poisson action generated by the transition matrices. This
classical picture has been established for an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra g underlying the G/H
coset σ-model.
Quantization for g = sl(N) led to a twisted Yangian double with central extension where the
exact value of the central extension is uniquely determined from consistency, more precisely from
compatibility of the structure with the symmetry of the matrix M. For g= sl(2) the structure is in
fact isomorphic (but not ∗-isomorphic) to the centrally extended Yangian double at the critical level
with infinite-dimensional center.
Continuation of the programme is straightforward to outline. The representation theory of the
algebra (7.5)–(7.9) must be studied. So far only the finite-dimensional representations of the normal
Yangian are completely understood and classified [11]. These results might serve as basic tools to
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support the first steps in exploring the relevant infinite-dimensional representations of our algebra.
The hope is certainly that the requirement of unitarity with respect to the ∗-structure (7.10) will
strongly restrict the choice of representations. In [35] we have suggested a particular Fock space type
representation where inspired by the linear truncation of the model the two Yangian halves of (7.5)
act as creation and annihilation operators respectively. However, unitarity of this representation is not
obvious, so eventually one might have to face states of negative norm; this remains to be investigated.
Once the set of possible representations has been identified and hopefully been brought to a mini-
mum the next goal is the construction of coherent states in this framework. These states should exhibit
minimal quantum fluctuations around given classical solutions. With them at hand one would finally
be in position to study in detail how quantization affects the known classical solutions of gravity. In
particular, this might shed some light onto the discussion about existence and properties of suited
coherent states in the truncation of the model to collinearly polarized gravitational waves [1, 22].
The quantum analogue of the Geroch group is supposed to play the key role of a spectrum generat-
ing group, i.e. in accordance with the classical picture it should act transitively among the coherent
states. It may be possible to shortcut the explicit construction of representation and coherent states by
properly understanding the quantization [39] of this Lie-Poisson action that we have described in the
classical picture.
Further open problems remain. At this stage we do not know the explicit link of the canonical
approach adopted here to the isomonodromic quantization proposed in [32, 33] for the same model.
Although related quantum group structures appear, the isomonodromic framework is formulated in
terms of different observables, which makes the comparison even on the classical level rather non-
trivial.
Since the classical picture is already formulated for an arbitrary semisimple Lie-algebra g there
remains the obvious task to elaborate the quantization for higher-dimensional coset spaces. As men-
tioned several times by now this corresponds to the models which descend from dimensional reduction
of matter-coupled gravities and supergravities. The study of their quantization so far suffers simply
from the fact that the theory of Yangians associated to the exceptional groups e.g. is still strongly un-
derdeveloped — not to mention their representation theory. To describe the corresponding reduction
of maximally extended N=8 supergravity [29] one would have to construct the related possibly cen-
trally extended Yangian double of E8(+8) with a twist characterizing the maximal compact subgroup
SO(16).
Another highly interesting generalization would be the extension of this framework to a dimen-
sional reduction which includes a timelike Killing vector field. At present it seems rather subtle to
rigorously establish a canonical framework in a sector of stationary solutions where the canonical
time-dependence has been dropped by hand. On the other hand it is certainly this sector which con-
tains the most interesting physical solutions, in particular the black holes. Justifying relevance of the
fundamental structures obtained in this paper within that context would open the doors to a profound
understanding of quantum black holes.
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A The Spectral Parameters
The variable spectral parameter γ is a function of the constant spectral parameter w according to
γ(x, t, w) = γ
(
w + ρ˜
ρ
)
=
1
ρ
(
w + ρ˜−
√
(w + ρ˜)2 − ρ2
)
. (A.1)
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It satisfies the differential equations
γ−1∂µγ =
1 + γ2
1− γ2
ρ−1∂µρ+
2γ
1− γ2
ǫµνρ
−1∂νρ , (A.2)
as well as
γ−1∂wγ = −
2γ
ρ(1− γ2)
. (A.3)
The inverse formula reads
w = 12ρ(γ +
1
γ
)− ρ˜ . (A.4)
The parameter γ lives on the Riemann surface defined by
√
(w + ρ˜+ ρ)(w + ρ˜− ρ), which is a
twofold covering of the complex w-plane with xµ-dependent branch-cut. Transition between the two
sheets corresponds to γ → 1
γ
. The branch-cut connects the points w =−ρ˜ ± ρ on the real w-axis,
which correspond to γ(w=−ρ˜±ρ) = ±1. The real w with |w + ρ˜| < |ρ| are mapped onto the unit
circle |γ| = 1. Real w with |w + ρ˜| > |ρ| are mapped onto the real γ-axis. Dividing the w-plane into
two regions H± and the γ-plane into four regions D±, D˜± according to Fig. 1, D± and D˜± lie over
H± respectively.
−1 1
D˜−
D+
D−
−ρ˜− ρ
γ-planew-plane D˜+
H−
H+
−ρ˜+ ρ
Figure 1: The spectral parameter planes
In particular, it is important that for fixed w /∈ R and continously varying ρ and ρ˜ the parameter
γ moves within a fixed of these regions. The limits of these trajectories are given by
γ(ρ→0)→
{
0
∞
, γ(ρ→∞)→
{
i
−i
, γ(ρ˜→±∞)→
{
0
∞
. (A.5)
Another useful formula for two spectral parameters γ(x, t, v) and γ(x, t, w) at coinciding coordi-
nates x, t is:
v − w =
ρ
2
(γ(v)−γ(w)) (γ(v)γ(w)−1)
γ(v)γ(w)
, (A.6)
which has e.g. been employed in the calculation of (3.4).
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